Control strategy and system dynamics
The main components of the general control strategy adopted in this work are shown in Fig.  1 . The output of the system is the structural acceleration since this is usually the most convenient quantity to measure. Because it is rarely possible to measure the system state and due to simplicity reasons, direct output measurement feedback control might be preferable rather than state-space feedback in practical problems (Chung & Jin, 1998) . In this Fig., G A is the transfer function of the actuator, G is of the structure, C D is of the direct compensator and C F is of the feedback compensator. The direct one is merely a phase-lead compensator (high-pass property) designed to avoid actuator stroke saturation for lowfrequency components. It is notable that its influence on the global stability will be small since only a local phase-lead is introduced. The feedback one is a phase-lag compensator designed to increase the closed-loop system stability and to make the system more amenable to the introduction of significant damping by a closed-loop control. The control law is completed by a nonlinear element f that is assumed to be a saturation nonlinearity to account for actuator force overloading. 
Structure dynamics
If the collocated case between the acceleration (output) and the force (input) is considered and using the modal analysis approach, the transfer function of the structure dynamics can be represented as an infinitive sum of second-order systems as follows (Preumont, 1997) 
Proof-mass actuator dynamics
The actuator consists of a reaction (moving) mass attached to a current-carrying coil moving in a magnetic field created by an array of permanent magnets. The linear behaviour of a proof-mass actuator can be closely described as a linear third-order model (Reynolds et al., 2009) . That is, a low-pass element is added to a linear second-order system in order to account for the low-pass property exhibited by these actuators. The cut-off frequency of this element is not always out of the frequency bandwidth of interest since it is approximately 10 Hz (APS). Such a low-pass behaviour might affect importantly the global stability of the AVC system. Thus, the actuator is proposed to be modelled by 
where
, and  A and  A are, respectively, the damping ratio and natural frequency which take into consideration the suspension system and internal damping. The pole at   provides the low-pass property.
Controller design
The purpose of this section is to show a procedure to design the compensators C D and C F (see Fig. 1 ). The design of C D is undertaken in the frequency domain and the design of C F is carried out through the root locus technique. The root locus maps the complex linear system roots of the closed-loop transfer function for control gains from zero (open-loop) to infinity (Bolton, 1998) . In the design of C F , it is assumed that the natural frequency of the actuator  A (see Eq. (3)) is below the first natural frequency of the structure  1 (see Eq. (2)) (Hanagan, 2005) .
Direct compensator
The transfer function between the inertial mass displacement and input voltage to the actuator can be considered as follows
with m A being the mass value of the inertial mass. Fig. 2a shows an example of magnitude of G d . The inertial mass displacement at low frequencies should be limited due to stroke saturation. A transfer function with the following magnitude is defined
in which d is the maximum allowable stroke for harmonic input per unit voltage and  is the higher frequency that fulfils
is applied to the initial control voltage 0 V and its output is the filtered input V to the actuator (see Fig. 1 ). Fig. 2b shows an example of C D . The following error function is defined
, and  L and  U being, respectively, the lower and upper value of the frequency range that is considered in the design. The lower frequency  L must be selected in such a way that the actuator resonance is sufficiently included and the upper frequency  U must be chosen so that the structure dynamics that are prone to be excited are included. Parameters  and  of the compensator are obtained by minimising the error function (7)
and  max and  max being, respectively, the maximum considered value of  and  for the optimisation problem (8). Note that  and  are delimited by the low-pass property of the actuator  in order to minimise the influence of C D on the global stability properties. By and large, the objective is to fit
and not to affect the dynamics for     U (see Fig. 2a ). The result is a high-pass compensator that introduces dynamics mainly in the frequency range    L in such a way that the global stability is not compromised. 
Feedback compensator
To illustrate the selection of the form of the compensator C F , the root locus map (s-plane) for four different cases is shown in Fig. 3 . A realistic structure is assumed with two significant vibration modes. The modal mass and damping ratio for both modes are assumed to be 20 tonnes and 0.03, respectively. The four cases are: a) direct acceleration feedback control (DAFC) considering two vibration modes at 4 and 10 Hz, respectively; b) DVFC for the same structure as in a); c) DAFC considering two vibration modes at 7 and 10 Hz, respectively; and d) DVFC for the same structure as in c). The actuator dynamics (Eq. (3)) is represented by a pair of high-damped poles, two zeros at the origin and a real pole and the structure is represented by two zeros at the origin and interlacing low-damped poles and zeros. It is clearly shown that the resulting root locus has non-collocated system features due to the influence of the actuator dynamics on the structure dynamics. That is, when the actuator dynamics are considered, the interlacing pole-zero pattern exhibited by collocated systems is no longer accomplished. On one hand, it is observed that for a structure with a fundamental frequency of 4 Hz, direct output feedback (DAFC since the actual measurement is the acceleration) will provide very small relative stability (the distance of the poles to the imaginary axis in the s-plane) and low damping (Bolton, 1998) . However, the inclusion of an integrator circuit (a pole at the origin for an ideal integrator), which results in DVFC, improves substantially such properties. On the other hand, for a structure with a higher fundamental frequency (7 Hz), DAFC provides much better features than DVFC. Fig. 3 shows the fact that DVFC might not be a good solution and supports the use of CAFC. It is applied the following phase-lag compensator to the measured acceleration
If   0 , the control scheme will be DAFC since
 , which means that the zero of the compensator does not affect the dominant system dynamics, the control scheme will then be considered DVFC. Parameter  has to be chosen according to the closed-loop poles corresponding to the fundamental frequency of the structure in order to: 1) improve substantially their relative stability, 2) decrease their angles with respect to the negative real axis to allow increasing damping, and 3) increase the distance to the origin to allow increasing natural frequency. Note that increasing values both of the frequency and the damping result in decreasing the settling time of the corresponding dynamics (Bolton, 1998) .
The possible values of  that provide the aforementioned features can be bound through the departure angle at zero gain of the locus corresponding to the fundamental structure vibration mode. This angle must point to negative values of the real axis. To obtain this angle, the argument equation of the closed-loop characteristic equation is used. That is, any point s 1 of a specific trajectory verifies the following equation
in which n z is the number of zeros, n p is the number of poles and   are the angles of vectors drawn from the zeros and poles, respectively, to point s 1 . The departure angle can be determined by letting s 1 be a point very close to one of the poles of the fundamental structure vibration mode. As an example, the dominant dynamics are considered without the direct compensator. Fig. 4 shows the map of zeros and poles under the aforementioned conditions. Eq. (10) can be written as follows
If it is considered that the damping of the fundamental vibration mode is   
Considering transfer functions (2) and (3) 
Considering transfer functions (2) and (9), the angle 4
 is obtained as
Then, by imposing a minimum  4,min and a maximum  4,max value of the departure angle  4 of the fundamental structure vibration mode, a couple of values of 4  can be obtained 
Stability
Stability is the primary concern in any active control system applied to civil engineering structures, mainly due to safety and serviceability reasons. The control scheme of Fig. 1 , assuming that the nonlinear element f is a saturation nonlinearity, is analysed in this section. The nonlinear element can be written as
Ky t y t V K fy t Vsign y t y t V K (17)
where K c is the control gain and V s is the maximum allowable control voltage to the actuator (saturation level). The saturation nonlinearity is introduced to avoid actuator force saturation and to keep the system safe under any excitation and independently of selection of control parameters. The stability can be studied using the Describing Function (DF) tool in its basic form (Slotine & Li, 1991) . Firstly, the total transfer function of the linear part (Eqs. (2), (3), (6) and (9)) is obtained (see Fig .1 )
Then, from the root locus of G T , the limit gain ,limit c K for which the closed-loop system becomes unstable is derived. This is the minimum value of the control gain K c (see Eq. (17)) for which at least one of the loci intersects the imaginary axis. NA then decreases as the input amplitude increases when  Aa . That is, saturation does not occur for small signals and it reduces the ratio of the output to input as the input increases. Thirdly, the extended Nyquist criterion using the DF is applied Fig. 5b illustrates this fact. The conclusion is that: if ,limit cc KK  , the system is asymptotically stable and goes to zero vibration (no intersection); otherwise, a limit cycle is predicted (intersection). Such a limit cycle is deduced to be stable by using the limit cycle stability criterion (Slotine & Li, 1991; Díaz & Reynolds, 2010a 
Design process
The design process of the control scheme represented in Fig. 1 can be summarised in the following steps:
Step 1: Identify the actuator G A and structure dynamics G.
Step 2: Design the direct compensator (phase-lead) C D accounting for the actuator stroke saturation. This design is carried out following the procedure described in Subsection 3.1.
Step 3: Design the feedback (phase-lag) compensator C F to increase the damping and robustness with respect to stability and performance of the closed-loop system by following Subsection 3.2.
Step 4: Design the nonlinear element f according to stability and performance. If f is a saturation nonlinearity, take a saturation value to avoid actuator force overloading and select a suitable gain K c using the root locus method.
Implementation on a floor structure
This Section presents the design and practical implementation of an AVC system based on the procedure presented in Section 3 on an in-service open-plan office floor sited in the North of England.
Structure description and modal properties
The test structure is a composite steel-concrete floor in a steel frame office building. A plan of the floor is shown in Fig. 6a , in which the measurement points used for the experimental modal analysis (EMA) are indicated. Columns are located along the two sides of the building (without point numbers) and along the centreline (18-27-end), at every other test point (TP) location (i.e, 18, 20, 22, etc.) . Fig 6b shows a photograph from TP 44 towards TP 28 and Fig. 6c shows a photograph from TP 12 towards TP 01. The EMA of this structure is explained in detail in (Reynolds et al., 2009 ). The floor is considered by its occupants to be quite lively, but not sufficiently lively to attract complaints. Special attention is paid to TP 04 (see Fig. 6a ) and its surroundings because it is perceived to be a particularly lively location on the floor. Because the vibration perception is particularly acute at this point, this is the candidate for the installation of the AVC system. A multi-input multi-output modal testing is carried out with four excitation points placed at TPs 04, 07, 31 and 36 and responses measured at all TPs. The artificial excitation is supplied by APS Dynamics Model 400 electrodynamic shakers (Fig. 7b ) and responses are measured by QA750 force-balance accelerometers (Fig. 7c) . Fig 7a shows a photograph of the multishaker modal testing carried out. Fig. 8 shows the magnitudes of the point accelerance FRFs acquired. Interestingly, the highest peak occurs at TP 04 at approximately 6.4 Hz, which is the point on the structure where the response has been subjectively assessed to be highest. Parameter estimation is carried out using the multiple reference orthogonal polynomial algorithm already implemented in ME'scope suite of software. Fig. 9 shows the estimated vibration modes which are dominant at TP 04. 
System dynamics
The AVC system is placed at TP 04. The floor dynamics at the AVC location (Eq. (2)) and the actuator dynamics (Eq. (3) 
The natural frequency of the actuator is estimated as 1.80 Hz and the pole that provides the low pass property is estimated to be 50.26 rad s   (Eq. (3)). is chosen since it must be higher than the inferior limit but it should not be so high that the attractor effect of the zero is focussed on the fundamental vibration mode. The root locus technique is used here. The root locus of G T (Eq. (18)) for CAFC is plotted in Fig. 10 . It can be observed that the linear system might be critically damped for the fundamental floor vibration mode.
Controller design

Fig. 10. Root locus of the total transfer function G T for CAFC. () pole; () zero; (F) floor; (A) actuator
Finally, the nonlinear element is chosen as a saturation nonlinearity (17) with 1 V s V  , which is a convenient value to avoid actuator force overloading at any frequency of the excitation. Therefore, the stability is guaranteed just by taking a safe control gain . A digital computer is used for the on-line calculation of the control signal V. The system output is sampled with a period 0.001 s t   and the control signal is calculated once every sampling period. Then, the discrete-time control signal is converted into a zero-order-hold continuous-time signal. Likewise, the continuous transfer functions of the compensators are converted to discrete transfer function using the zero-order-hold approximation. Note that the sampled period used is sufficiently small to not consider the delay introduced by the digital implementation of the control scheme.
Results
The AVC system is assessed firstly by carrying out several simulations using different values of the control gain K c . MATLAB/Simulink is used for this purpose. The control scheme shown in Fig. 1 is simulated using the transfer function models of the compensators given by Eqs. (6) and (9) Actual walking tests are carried out on the test structure using the same walking excitation frequencies as in the simulations. The walking path consists of walking from TP 01 to TP 09 and then back from TP 09 to TP 01 (see Fig. 6 ). A gain of   2 15 V m s c K  is found to give good performance so that is used in the experiments. Fig. 11 shows BS 6841 W b weighted response time histories (including the 1s RMS and the cumulative VDV), uncontrolled and controlled, for a pacing frequency of 1.58 Hz, which is controlled using a metronome set to 95 beats per minute (bpm). The MTVV is reduced from Table 1 ). Continuous whole-day monitoring has been carried out to assess the vibration reduction achieved by the AVC system. The acceleration is measured from 6:00 am to 6:00 pm during four working days, two without and two with the AVC system. The R-factor is used to quantify the vibration reduction. This factor is defined as the ratio between the 1 s running RMS of the BS 6841 W b weighted acceleration response and 0.005 m/s 2 (Wyatt, 1989) . Fig. 12 shows the percentage of time during which the R-factor is over 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. The values shown in the Fig. are the mean values between the two corresponding days. It is observed that the time for which the R-factor is over 1 is reduced by 60 % and the time for which it is over 4 is significantly reduced by over 97 %. Note that the second reduction is very important since an R-factor of 4 is a commonly used vibration limit for a high quality office floor (Pavic & Willford, 2005) . Hence, these results clearly illustrate the effectiveness of the AVC system designed. In addition, the cumulative VDV is also calculated for the same exposure to vibration and using the W b weighted acceleration. The VDV obtained when the AVC system is disconnected is 1.75 0.162 m s whereas such a value is 1.75 0.101 m s when the system is engaged. The reduction achieved is almost 40 %. Note that the VDV is much more strongly influenced by vibration magnitude than duration (BS 6472, 2008) . This fact results in less vibration reduction in terms of the VDV than using the MTVV.
Implementation on a footbridge
This Section presents the design and practical implementation of an AVC system based on the procedure presented in Section 3 on an in-service footbridge sited in Valladolid (Spain).
Structure description and modal properties
The test structure, sited in Valladolid (Spain), is a footbridge that creates a pedestrian link over The Pisuerga River between the Science Museum and the city centre (see Fig. 13 ). This bridge, built in 2004, is a 234 m truss structure composed of four spans: three made of tubular steel beams and one made of white concrete, all of them with a timber walkway. The main span (Span 3 in Fig. 1 ), post-tensioning by two external cable systems (transversal and longitudinal), is 111 m, the second span (Span 2 from this point onwards) is 51 m and the other two spans are shorter and stiffer (Gómez, 2004) . The external cable systems of Span 3 has both aesthetical reasons (the original design by the architect José Rafael Moneo was based on the form of a fish basket) and structural reasons (making Span 3 stiffer). Because of its slenderness, this footbridge, especially Span 2, represents a typical lightweight structure sensitive to dynamic excitations produ c e d b y p e d e s t r i a n s . A n n o y i n g l e v e l s o f vibration are sometime perceived in Span 2. Special attention is paid to the point of maximum amplitude of the first bending mode (close to mid-span) since the vibration perception is acute at this point, particularly when runners cross the bridge. Therefore, it is decided to study the dynamic properties of this span and implement the AVC system at that point. The operational modal analysis of Span 2 is carried out in order to obtain the natural frequencies, damping ratios and modal shapes of the lower vibration modes. The analysis is carried out with five roving and two reference accelerometers. Preliminary spectral analyses and time history recordings indicates that the vertical vibration is considerably higher than the horizontal one, thus, only vertical response measurements are performed. A measurement grid of 3 longitudinal lines with 9 equidistant test points is considered, resulting in 27 test points. Five setups with an acquisition time of 720 seconds and a sampling frequency of 100 Hz are recorded. Thus, it is expected to successfully identify vibration modes up to 30 Hz. The modal parameter estimation is carried out using the ARTeMIS suite of software. In particular, frequency domain methods (Frequency domain decomposition-FDD, enhanced frequency domain decomposition-EFDD and curve-fit frequency domain decomposition-CFDD) are used. Table 2 shows the modal parameters estimated through the modal analysis for the first four vibration modes. Fig. 14 
System dynamics
The FRF between the structure acceleration and the input force is obtained at the middle of the transversal steel beam sited closest to the point of maximum value of the first vibration mode (close to mid-span). A chirp signal with frequency content between 1 and 15 Hz is used to excite the first vibration modes. The force is generated by an APS Dynamics Model 400 electrodynamic (as was used for the floor) and the structure acceleration is measured by a piezoelectric accelerometer (as those used for the modal analysis). The force induced by the shaker is estimated by measuring the acceleration of the inertial mass and multiplying this by the magnitude of the inertial mass (30.4 kg). Thus, the structure dynamics for the collocated case between the acceleration (output) and the force (input) can be identified from model (2) 
The vibration modes at 6.3 and 7.4 Hz (see Fig. 14) are not clearly observed and they are not included into this model. The same shaker that is used to obtain the FRF for the structure is used as inertial actuator. The transfer function between the output force and the input voltage is the one given by Eq. (22).
Controller design
The design process shown in Section 3 is now followed. The direct compensator of the form of (6)   . These parameters are selected in such a way that the likelihood of stroke saturation is reduced significantly. The stroke saturation leads to collisions of the inertial mass with its stroke limits, imparting highly undesirable shocks to the structure and possibly causing damage to the actuator. Once the direct compensator is designed, the feedback one (9) is designed considering the dynamics of the actuator, structure and the direct compensator dynamics. As in Subsection 4.3, the departure angle of the locus corresponding to the structure vibration mode is restricted to   (18) is plotted in Fig. 15 (only the dominant dynamics are shown). It is observed that a couple of branches in the root locus corresponding to the actuator dynamics go to the right-half plane provoking unstable behaviour in the actuator. The gain for which the control system is unstable is the limit gain 
Results
Once both compensators and the control parameters are selected, simulations are carried out in order to assess the AVC performance. MATLAB/Simulink is again used for this purpose. Table 3 shows controlled acceleration response for walking and running excitation. Moreover, the AMD displacement estimation is included. Table 3 . Simulation performance assessment for the footbridge using the peak acceleration for walking and running excitation
Walking and running tests are carried out to assess the efficacy of the AVC system. The walking tests consist of walking at 1.75 Hz such that the first vibration mode of the structure (3.5 Hz) could be excited by the second harmonic of walking. A frequency of 3.5 Hz is used for the running tests so that the structure is excited by the first harmonic of running. The walking/running tests consisted of walking/running from one end of Span 2 to the other and back again. The pacing frequency is controlled using a metronome set to 105 beats per minute (bpm) for 1. The results are compared by means of the maximum peak acceleration and the MTVV computed from the 1 s running RMS acceleration. Table 4 shows the result obtained for the uncontrolled and controlled case. It is observed that the AMD designed (with a moving mass of 30 kg) performs well for both excitations, achieving reductions of approximately 70 %. Fig. 16 shows the response time histories (including the 1 s RMS) uncontrolled and controlled for a walking test. Fig. 17 shows the same plots for a running test.
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Conclusion
The active cancellation of human-induced vibrations has been considered in this chapter. Even velocity feedback has been used previously for controlling human-induced vibrations, it has been shown that this is not a desirable solution when the actuator dynamics influence the structure dynamics. Instead of using velocity feedback, here, it is used a control scheme base on the feedback of the acceleration (which is the actual measured output) and the use of a first-order compensator (phase-lag network) conveniently designed in order to achieve significant relative stability and damping. Note that the compensator could be equivalent to an integrator circuit leading to velocity feedback, depending on the interaction between actuator and structure dynamics. Moreover, the control scheme is completed by a phaselead network to avoid stroke saturation due to low-frequency components of excitations and a nonlinear element to account for actuator overloading. An AVC system based on this control scheme and using a commercial inertial actuator has been tested on two in-service structures, an office floor and a footbridge.
The floor structure has a vibration mode at 6.4 Hz which is the most likely to be excited. This mode has a damping ratio of 3% and a modal mass of approximately 20 tonnes. Reductions of approximately 60 % have been observed in MTVV and cumulative VDV for controlled walking tests. For in-service whole-day monitoring, the amount of time that an R-factor of 4 is exceeded, which is a commonly used vibration limit for high quality office floor, is reduced by over 97 %. The footbridge has a vibration mode at 3.5 Hz which is the most likely to be excited. This mode has a damping ratio of 0.7 % and a modal mass of approximately 18 tonnes. Reductions close to 70 % in term of the MTVV has been achieved for walking and running tests. It has been shown that AVC could be a realistic and reasonable solution for flexible lightweight civil engineering structures such as light-weight floor structure or lively footbridges. In these cases, in which low control forces are required (as compared with other civil engineering applications such as high-rise buildings or long-span bridges), electrical actuators can be employed. These actuators present advantages with respect to hydraulic ones such as lower cost, maintenance and level of noise. However, AVC systems for humaninduced vibrations needs much further research and development to jump into building and construction technologies considered by designers. With respect to passive systems, such as TMDs, cost is still the mayor disadvantage. However, it is expected that this technology will become less expensive and more reasonable in the near future. Research projects involving the development of new affordable and compact actuators for human-induced vibration control are currently on the go (Research Grant EP/H009825/1, 2010).
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